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Into Reading for New York City was designed to create a welcoming and affirming environment to 
ensure all students see themselves in the literature they are reading. HMH is dedicated to creating 
relevant, respectful, and meaningful content that reflects our diverse world and empower students as 
agents of social change. Into Reading features: 

•  Diverse authors and literature selections that represent people from various ethnic backgrounds 
and environments, avoiding stereotypes

•  A classroom community that values all students’ voices building strong connections and 
relationships with students

•  Discussion prompts in the Teaching Pal that support teachers in guiding class discussions about a text

•  An inclusive curriculum with a diverse set of characters and storylines, as well as exposure to real-world 
applications, is introduced to students with support from Waggle®

• Multi-genre text sets in ¡Arriba la Lectura! contain culturally relevant Hispanic literature and the 
highest-quality transadaption, reviewed and approved by Alma Flor Ada and F. Isabel Campo

Cultural Relevance to Ignite Whole-Class  
Instruction
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Community and
Diversity

The people around
US make up our

community.

Who is in my
community?

All people
have rights.

How can I make sure
people around me have

what they need?

Everyone
deserves respect.

How can I care for and
respect others in my

local and global
community?

Individual
differences make life

interesting!

In what ways might
people be
different?

All people need
similar things to

thrive.

What needs, wants,
or feelings might we

all have?

Cite Text 
Evidence Write a Response

PROMPT

Respond to the Text In Rent Party Jazz, you read about how Smilin’ Jack and 

members of the community come together to help Sonny and his family. What 

was the challenge that Sonny and his family faced? How did Sonny and his 

community come together to overcome the challenge? Cite evidence from the 

text to support your response. Try to use some of the Critical Vocabulary in your 

writing.

EVIDENCE

List details from Rent Party Jazz that show how Sonny and his 
community overcome the challenge.

182
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Write About Reading
• Read aloud the prompt with 

students.

• Lead a discussion in which 

students share their ideas about the 

challenge Sonny’s family faced. Tell 

students to use text evidence to 

support their ideas.

• Then read aloud the Evidence 

section. Have students use ideas 

from the text in their notes.

DOK 3

182 Module 3

ELA.K12.EE.1.1, ELA.K12.EE.4.1

DO NOT EDIT--Changes must be made through “File info” 
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REVIEWER QUICK TIP: See pages 120–121 in the 
Program Guide to review Creating a Culturally 
Responsive Environment.
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by William Miller
illustrated by Charlotte Riley-Webb
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  READ FOR UNDERSTANDING

Set a Purpose
• Have students look at the first 

several pages of the selection to 

note some of the characters in the 

illustrations and how the art shows 

their personalities. 

• Guide students to set a purpose 

for reading. Discuss with them what 

they think this selection will be 

about.

DOK 2

  VOCABULARY STRATEGY

Multiple-Meaning Words
• mean (page 173)

• plain (page 175) 

 SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL 
LEARNING

Relationship Skills
Reinforce the key messages about 

relationship skills by discussing 

these questions after reading the text.

ASK: How did Sonny’s relationships 
with his community affect the 
success of the rent party? How are 
relationship skills important when 
dealing with challenges?

Rise to the Occasion 167

ELA.4.V.1.3
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Teaching Pal, Grade 4, 
Module 3, page 182

Anchor Charts: Social and  
Emotional Learning, Grade 4

by William Miller
illustrated by Charlotte Riley-Webb

myNotes

167
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Teaching Pal, Grade 4, Module 3, page 167

https://hmhco.box.com/s/ll4i3bymu7fm500acyw43sra3ud9dvk5
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WORDS BY

TROY  
“TROMBONE SHORTY”  

ANDREWS
PICTURES BY

BRYAN COLLIER
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by Rukhsana Khan

illustrated by 
Sophie Blackall
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Placeholder
HEADER  TK text Eptium reruptinis im que pore vitinihitas 

minum idia serum facium. 

• Eptium reruptinis im que pore vitinihitas minum idia serum 
facium con pra voluptae volupta ssunti net.

• Eptium reruptinis im que pore vitinihitas minum idia serum 
facium con pra voluptae volupta ssunti net.

• Eptium reruptinis im que pore vitinihitas minum idia serum 
facium con pra voluptae volupta ssunti net.

HEADER  As you read, Eptium reruptinis 
im que pore vitinihitas minum idia serum facium 
con pra voluptae volupta ssunti net.

Build Background:
TK

TEKS 4.xx
TEKS 4.xx

CRITICAL  
VOCABULARY

lorem

ipsum 

dolor

sit

amet

by Jorge Argueta

illustrations  
by Elizabeth Gómez

A Movie in
My Pillow 

146 147

by Jerry Pinkney
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by Louise Erdrich   illustrated by Paolo Domeniconi

myNotes
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by JERDINE NOLEN  illustrated by KADIR NELSON
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MR. LINDEN’S 
LIBRARY

BY WALTER DEAN MYERS ILLUSTRATED BY IVAN KRAVETZ
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MarisolMarisol
McDonaldMcDonald

Monica BrownStory by

Sara Palacios

Illustrations by

Doesn’tDoesn’t
MatchMatch

myNotes
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Relevance 
Matters

Relevance Matters: Culturally 
Responsive Teaching in the 
ELA Classroom
by Tyrone C. Howard

As educators, we want students who are excited to learn and engaged in the work. 
But many students are disconnected, turned off to education because they don’t 
see school as related to who they are and the world they inhabit. That’s where 
culturally responsive teaching comes in. It’s an approach that uses the experiences 
and strengths of a diverse student body to make school more relevant, and it’s 
backed by research that shows that people learn most successfully when new 
information is linked to what they already know. 

The concept of culturally responsive teaching was introduced by education scholar 
Gloria Ladson-Billings and built upon by author and educator Geneva Gay. It 
incorporates attributes and knowledge from each student’s cultural background 
into instructional strategies and curricula in order to improve educational 
outcomes. A key element is a learning environment that values the strengths 
students bring into classrooms, rather than focusing on deficits. Students are 
encouraged to use familiar ways of speaking, thinking, knowing, and analyzing in 
order to learn new content and ideas.

By creating a conducive learning environment, offering relevant content, and 
following best practices in your pedagogy, you can help students make connections 
between their lives in the world and their lives at school that will increase their 
engagement and improve outcomes.

“Culturally responsive pedagogy is situated in a 
framework that recognizes the rich and varied 
cultural wealth, knowledge, and skills that diverse 
students bring to schools, and seeks to develop 
dynamic teaching practices, multicultural content, 
multiple means of assessment, and a philosophical 
view of teaching that is dedicated to nurturing 
students’ academic, social, emotional, cultural, 
psychological, and physiological well-being.”

—From Why Race and Culture Matter in Schools: Closing the 
Achievement Gap in America’s Classrooms, by Tyrone C. Howard 
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Our approach to culturally responsive teaching was  
guided by program author Dr. Tyrone Howard.

Mr. Linden’s Library by Walter 
Dean Myers, Grade 5

Marisol McDonald Doesn’t Match 
by Monica Brown, Grade 3

Trombone Shorty by Troy 
Andrews, Grade 2

The Grasshopper & the Ants 
by Jerry Pinkney, Grade 1

A Bucket of Blessings  
by Kabir Sehgal, Grade K

Big Red Lollipop by Rukhsana 
Khan, Grade 2

A Movie in My Pillow by Jorge 
Argueta, Grade 5

Thunder Rose by Jerdine 
Nolen, Grade 4

Dear Primo: A Letter to My Cousin 
by Duncan Tonatiuh, Grade 3

The Game of Silence by Louise 
Erdrich, Grade 4

I Am René, the Boy by René 
Colato Laínez, Grade K

New Kid by Jerry Craft
Grade 6, Unit 2, p. 141

Cultural Relevance to Ignite 
Whole-Class Instruction (continued)

CLICK HERE for Culturally 
Relevant and Authentic  
texts in ¡Arriba la Lectura! 

Click here to see additional examples of culturally responsive text.

https://hmhco.box.com/s/caxxq7ehq9mg15bhztlypzlq4otmgnvn
https://hmhco.app.box.com/s/lbk6d6ytkgpxrrsvofhvqatxuuznhgsi/file/778344268602
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REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Find SEL Support by accessing your Teaching Pal. 
Click on Teacher Resources in your Discover tab’s Resources section and 
filter components to Teaching Pal.

Embedded Social-Emotional Learning
Research indicates that integrating SEL into the daily curriculum and the classroom culture is most 
effective. This practice fosters transfer of skills because students consistently practice them over time. 
Into Reading focuses on the core SEL competencies through the following program features:

Connect to Literature: In the Teaching Pal, look 
for connections and prompts to discuss the 
module focus competency through a text.

Engagement Routines: Routines such as  
Think-Pair-Share and Turn and Talk embedded 
throughout the program promote the 
Relationship Skills competency.

SEL Anchor Charts and Lessons: Display 
engaging Anchor Charts to introduce a 
competency and implement related activities.

Essential Questions: Each module begins with an 
Essential Question that helps promote discussion 
around topics that matter to students and 
encourage SEL development.
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Into Reading includes explicit, systematic instruction for foundational skills. Following a gradual release  
of responsibility model, the program engages and motivates students to master the foundations through 
learning opportunities and multi-sensory activities they will enjoy, including digital independent practice. 

Foundational Skills Instruction Based  
on Science of Reading

Get Started High-Frequency 
Words

Phonological 
Awareness Phonics Spelling Handwriting Wrap Up

Phonological Awareness
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Get Started High-Frequency 
Words

Phonological 
Awareness Phonics Spelling Handwriting Wrap Up

Phonics

m e n

m e n

m e n

1.

2.

3.

Let’s 
Blend!
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Get Started High-Frequency 
Words

Phonological 
Awareness Phonics Spelling Handwriting Wrap Up

Spelling

web

yet pen

wet

tub

bug

Let’s Sort!
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Get Started High-Frequency 
Words

Phonological 
Awareness Phonics Spelling Handwriting Wrap Up

Handwriting

Let’s Write!
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Phonological Awareness lessons include phoneme identity, 
blending, segmenting, deletion, and manipulation as well as 
attention to onset-rime, alliteration, and rhyme. The teacher 
explains and models the skill before students give it a try. 
Lessons have an emphasis on wordplay and exploration.

Sequence of Phonics instruction progresses from easier 
to harder and from most useful to less useful. Students 
apply their phonics knowledge immediately to engaging 
decodable texts called Start Right Readers. 

Spelling instruction is connected to Phonics and is taught 
using the popular hands-on word sorting model from  
Words Their Way.

Practice materials for Handwriting are available for three 
penmanship styles (manuscript printing, continuous stroke, 
and cursive for Grade 2 and up), and are connected to the 
Spelling instruction.

High-Frequency Words include 
both non-decodable and 
decodable words. Game-like 
practice routines and activity 
pages in the Start Right Readers 
engage students in practice to 
boost fluency.Daily Show and Teach Slides,  

Grade 1, Module 3, Lesson 1

REVIEWER QUICK TIP:  
Select Daily Show and Teach 
Slides under Resources to view 
daily PowerPoint® lessons for 
teaching foundational skills.
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READ 
TOGETHER

Long o Picture Hunt
Which of these words name pictures in 

the  story?

bow boat goal

coat bowl toast

show goat oatmeal

Make a list of pictures you find.  Can you 

find more than 4 things?

Compare lists with a partner.  Did you find 

the same things?

107

“Eat your oatmeal, Luke,” said Rose.  

“Mom is going to shop.  She said we can 

go along.”

“I don’t like to shop,” groaned Luke.  

“It’s not fun!” 

“It will be fun.  Just wait,” said Rose.

by Christina Wilsdon
illustrated by Fabiana Faiallo

Will It Be Fun?

101

Start Right Reader Start Right Reader Activity

Foundational Skills Instruction Based  
on Science of Reading (continued)

Students practice and apply skills in the context of reading through a decodable text, 
bringing it all together—decoding and comprehension.

Places to Find Things

Justin bikes to the library

in his neighborhood.

He checks out books 

about dinosaurs.

112
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Jen wants fruit and milk.

At the grocery store

her dad finds fresh grapefruit.

113
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 READ FOR UNDERSTANDING

ASK: Where else could Jen and her 
dad get groceries? (Possible 

responses: farmers’ market, 

convenience store)

FOLLOW-UP: What other places 
might be in their neighborhood? 

(Accept reasonable responses.)

DOK 2

 READ FOR UNDERSTANDING

Phonics/Decoding  
in Context
Have children point to the word dad. 

Review that when a word has a 

consonant followed by only one 

vowel, followed by a consonant, the 

vowel usually stands for its short 

vowel sound. Model blending the 

sounds in the word: /d/ /ă/ /d/, dad. 

Have children repeat.

Places in My Neighborhood 113

DO NOT EDIT--Changes must be made through “File info” 
CorrectionKey=FL-ATeachable Moments in Shared Reading:

Foundational Skills are reinforced in the context 
during Shared Reading. Instructional supports 
call out points in the text where teachers 
can reinforce the week's foundations skills 
or review a prior skill—making that powerful 
connection and application for students.

Independent, adaptive instruction and practice in 
key early literacy foundational skills with iRead®.

Teaching Pal

CLICK HERE for more information on 
Foundational Skills Support for Spanish 

Spanish Start Right Reader 

Places to Find Things

Justin bikes to the library

in his neighborhood.

He checks out books 

about dinosaurs.
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CLICK HERE to 
see a Grade 2 
example of an 
¡Arriba la Lectura! 
decodable reader.

https://hmhco.box.com/s/gwmp485zsjxv8670b5oxu05vk9ri27kl
https://hmhco.box.com/s/fsf3o1gzciqnf9u6sizklbsq9ifzpta2
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Growth Measure, Every Student Succeeds

HMH Growth Measure available in English 
and Spanish is a research-based benchmark 
assessment that provides a snapshot of reading 
proficiency and measures longitudinal growth. 

The Growth Measure is:

•  Research-based assessment for 
comprehension and language

•  Group administered online three times a year 
(fall, winter, spring)

•  Provides a snapshot of student reading level 
and proficiency

•  Helps teachers identify students who are at 
risk to drive instructional next steps 

•  Automatic scoring reports show growth at the 
student, class, and district level

•  Assign directly from Ed, providing a consistent 
user experience across assessment and core 
programs

This computer-adaptive test adjusts item 
difficulty based on students’ responses to 
accurately measure their proficiency. 

Student Growth reports can tell you each 
student’s

• Lexile® range

• Proficiency in reading comprehension and 
language domains

• Growth across various points in the year

pet

cat

bed

pot

Skip
1 of 3 questions 

 Next

"Can I get a dog?" said Max. "I like dogs."

He wants a  ______ .

walked

ran

sailed

drove

Skip
1 of 3 questions 

 Next

The Jessups thanked us and climbed into their car. As they started down the block, we waved and they waved back. Then 
they turned the corner and were gone. The Jessups _____ away.

Everyone was  ______ 

busy

smart

hungry

bored

Skip
1 of 3 questions 

 Next

The week before the show, there was a flurry of activity in the classroom. Everyone had an important job to do. Goose 
studied her lines. Beaver practiced her ballet steps. The musicians learned their songs.

ASSESSMENT AND DIFFERENTIATION

Assessment Details and Benefits
  Growth Measure is available online on Ed: Your Friend in Learning®:

• Research-based assessment for comprehension and language

• Group administered online three times a year (fall, winter, spring)

• Provides a snapshot of student reading level and proficiency

• Helps teachers identify children who are at risk to drive instructional next steps 

• Automatic scoring reports show growth at the student, class, and district level

• Assign directly from Ed, providing a consistent user experience across assessment 

and core programs

ITEM FEATURES
Assessment items do not 
require prior knowledge of 
ideas outside of the passage, 
do not test on vocabulary out  
of context, and do not require 
formal logic.

91Assessment and Differentiation

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Find the Growth Measure in 
your Class Tab, select Reading and Language Arts 
from the drop down and click on Growth Measure.
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Develop attentive, critical readers using the 
powerful work of Kylene Beers and Robert E. Probst. 
Grounded in research, Notice & Note introduces 
Signposts and Anchor Questions that help readers 
understand and respond to critical aspects of both 
fiction and nonfiction texts.

Notice & Note Strategies 
for Close Reading

Grade 1 Signposts

HMH Into Reading seamlessly 
integrates Notice & Note 
instruction into the Teaching 
Pal during shared reading. 
Look for the red color-coded 
notes like this one.

Kylene Beers, EdD  Robert E. Probst, PhD

Notice & Note Signposts for fiction and nonfiction:

OR CLICK HERE

LEARN MORE

SCAN ME

Teaching Pal, Grade 4

CLICK HERE to 
see examples of 
Spanish Signposts

Signposts

Contrasts and Contradictions Again and Again

Words of the Wiser Memory Moment

Aha Moment Tough Questions

3 Big Questions Extreme or Absolute Language

Numbers and Stats Quoted Words

Word Gaps

Signposts alert students to stop and take notice 
as they read, helping them to understand and 
respond to rigorous aspects of texts preparing 
students for independent learning.

https://players.brightcove.net/68348719001/default_default/index.html?videoId=6185108536001
https://hmhco.box.com/s/n1pwo22uakl9fsosdgsiv3tjklppwwd4
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Spanning a range of levels and genres, HMH® Print and Digital Rigby® Leveled Libraries go beyond 
traditional leveled readers, allowing you to truly match each student to text based on level, skill, and 
topic. The relatable content that addresses Social and Emotional learning, motivate students to 
cultivate the skills and confidence needed to move to the next level.

Small-Group Instruction: 
Precise Leveling with Rigby Readers  

With titles available in both English and Spanish, 
each grade-level Rigby Leveled Library includes:

• Reading Benchmark Assessment Kits for K–2 
and 3–5 to make sure students are in the 
just-right leveled reader

• Teacher access to all 570 titles in the full K–6 
digital library, English and Spanish

• Social Studies, Science, and Engineering 
connections to build World Knowledge

Interactive digital leveled readers include 
audio with read-along highlighting and a 
note-taking tool

LEVELED LIBRARY LECTURAS POR NIVELES

CLICK HERE for 
Spanish titles.

CLICK HERE for 
English titles.

LEVELED LIBRARY

https://us.hmhco.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Into-Reading-Rigby-Leveled-Library-Listing.pdf
https://us.hmhco.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Spanish-Arriba-la-Lectura-Into-Reading-Rigby-Leveled-Library-Titles.pdf
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Small-Group Instruction: 
Precise Leveling with Rigby Readers (continued)  

What happens to the prince when he rides too far? 
(Thieves capture him.)

Guide Make sure students understand why the prince was 

afraid to tell the thieves that his father was a king. Point 
out that the thieves could ask the king for money to return 
the prince.

TEXT EVIDENCE
• Suddenly a gang of thieves surrounded the prince.• pulled the prince to the ground

English Learner SupportMultiple-meaning words: fine, tieSpanish cognate: animales (animals)

6–7

Why does King Salim allow his son to go out riding? (The 

prince has worked hard all day.) Where does the prince ride? 

(across the fields to the mountains)Discuss Talk with students about why Prince Habib wanted 

to go out riding. Discuss differences between activities that 
might be considered work and those that would be done 
for enjoyment. 

TEXT EVIDENCE
• You have done as much work as ten men• reached the mountains

English Learner SupportHyperbole: as much work as ten men today

4–5

GUIDE INSTRUCTION Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.

GENERATE INTEREST • What stories have you read about a prince?• What skills might a prince need to learn?

BUILD VOCABULARY Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 
vocabulary and explore language connections.
• create (v.), designs (n.), skill (n.)

2–3

What skill does Prince Habib learn? (how to weave carpets) 

How does he feel about carpet weaving? (He enjoys it even 

though it is hard work.)
Guide Explain that King Salim wanted the prince to learn a 

skill, even though he was rich and didn’t have to work. Help 

students understand that the king believed a skill could be 
valuable for the prince one day.

TEXT EVIDENCE
• a fine carpet weaver

• hard work . . . liked to weave beautiful designsEnglish Learner SupportMultiple-meaning words: rich, wellHyperbole: heard his father’s words a million times

Key Ideas & Details

2
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The Prince’s Carpet

EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light

12–13

TEXT EVIDENCE
• create a carpet . . . show it to the king, you will receive 

the best price for it

English Learner Support ■  ■  ■   Does the prince weave a carpet?  ■  ■   Prince Habib pulls ________ through the 
________ to make a carpet.   ■   How does Prince Habib use the loom to make a carpet?

What does the prince do with the loom and wool? 
(weaves a carpet) Why does the leader take the carpet 
to the palace? (He wants the king to buy it.)Discuss Talk with students about why the prince 

suggested showing it to the king instead of selling the 
carpet at the market. Help them understand that Prince 
Habib has a plan.

14–16

TEXT EVIDENCE
• the beautiful design was a map• small crown near the cave . . . knew that you had 

made the carpet 

English Learner SupportSpanish cognates: horas (hours), líder (leader), 
mapa (map)

How does King Salim find Prince Habib? (The design in 
the carpet is a map.) Why had the prince woven a small 
crown in the design? (to show the king where he is)Create a Visual Complete a cause-effect chart to show 

the relationship between the prince’s carpet-weaving 
skill and how he uses that skill to save his life. For 
example, the prince weaving a map into the carpet is a 
cause. The effect is that the king is able to find him. 

TEXT EVIDENCE
• quickly think of a way to save his life• brought a weaving loom and some bags of woolEnglish Learner SupportExplain how the words weaver and weaving are 

used in the text. Point out that they are formed 
from the verb weave.

8–11

Why does the prince tell the thieves he can weave 
carpets? (to try and save his life) How do the thieves 
respond? (They bring him what he needs to weave 
a carpet.)

Reread Ask students to reread what Prince Habib tells 
the thieves. Help students figure out why the thieves 
would be interested in having him weave carpets. Guide 
students to understand that the thieves could sell the 
carpets to make money.

3
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The Prince’s Carpet

An Iraqi Folktale 
Retold by Jacqueline Greene 
Illustrated by Katya Krenina

TEXT COMPLEXITY

READING LEVEL L  OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex

TEXT X-RAY

KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE

• King Salim praises his son, 

Prince Habib, for learning how 

to weave carpets.

• One day, the prince goes 

riding and is captured 

by thieves.

• The prince tells the thieves 

that he can weave a carpet 

that the king will buy. 

• The king rescues his son by 

following the map woven into 

the carpet by the prince.

Key Vocabulary

weaving (p. 2)

carpet (p. 2)

skill (p. 2)

designs (p. 3)

palace (p. 4)

thieves (p. 6)

surrounded (p. 6)

worried (p. 10)

loom (p. 11)

wool (p. 11)

create (p. 12)

Idiomatic Expressions

hard work (p. 3)

at last (p. 11)

all of a sudden (p. 15)

This folktale takes place in Iraq. 

The art of carpet weaving has 

a long and rich history there. 

To this day, Iraqi weavers 

make colorful rugs with 

complex designs. 

People of nobility in ancient 

times were not expected to 

work because of their wealth 

and status. It would have been 

unusual for a prince to learn a 

skill such as carpet weaving, 

making Prince Habib a unique 

character in this story.

Th
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lktale

GENRE Folktale

WHY THIS TEXT?

This Iraqi folktale tells the story of a young prince who learns the skill of carpet 

weaving. When thieves capture the young prince, the clever boy weaves a map into 

a carpet, which is then used to alert his father and save his life. The story teaches a 

lesson about the value of being skilled, no matter how rich and powerful you are. 

Colorful illustrations convey the “feel” of the folktale’s cultural origins.

VOCABULARY NETWORK

Words About Crafts create (v.), designs (n.), skill (n.)

The Prince’s Carpet

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 

Options for Teacher-Led Sessions

❍  Key Ideas & Details ............................2

❍  Theme ..............................................4

❍  Setting & Plot ....................................6

❍  Respond & Extend .............................8

Online Printables

Vocabulary Network 
Organizer

Comprehension Quiz

Tabletop Minilessons: Reading

Theme

Plot
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The Prince’s Carpet 1

• Take and Teach Lesson Plans with English 
language learner support and targeted 
comprehension skill instruction

• Tabletop Minilessons for differentiating skill 
instruction with small groups

• Leveled Reader Quizzes and Printable 
Practice Pages

• Coaching Cards with instructional strategies 
to move students through the guided reading 
levels

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Click 
on Leveled Readers in your 
Discover Tab to see all titles 
and instructional resources.

See Spanish 
Lesson Plan

View
Lesson Plan

View
Minilesson

Take and Teach Lesson Plan

Minilesson

Guided Reading Coaching Cards

PLAN
• Get to know the reader characteristics and key 

behaviors for each level.

• Assess and research as you interact with readers at 
different levels.

• Select behaviors or strategies to support in future 
coaching sessions—whether strengths or gaps.

COACH
Meet with an individual or a small group, using the relevant coaching card and an appropriate text. 

Open
Introduce a behavior or strategy, based on prior assessment or on-the-go observation. 

Support
Use the card’s strategies and prompts to develop the behavior and to validate it through language.

Observe
Listen and watch as the student reads and applies.

Close
Recap the session and set concrete expectations for follow-up.

Tips
• Keep it dynamic, using ongoing 

observations to plan and adjust.

• Let student interest and motivation help 
plot the way through books and levels.

• As needed, move between cards to  
fine-tune and to focus on supports that 
will advance readers.

• Keep sessions brief—5 minutes or less. 

1773800

Grades

3–6

© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. 

DO NOT EDIT--Changes must be made through “File info” 
CorrectionKey=NL-A

See Spanish 
Coaching Card

View
Coaching Card

Coaching Card, Grades 3–6

https://us.hmhco.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/3re_ttc_princescarpet.pdf
https://us.hmhco.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Tabeltop-Minilesson_Teacher-View.png
https://hmhco.box.com/s/4pod2pgt13ypqcwmya5je7p3p1jk4c75
https://hmhco.box.com/s/q3w8p8wx7nwjviesfahp4y1b0y72b5gq
https://hmhco.box.com/s/zl90smgtlx6s0jg1ztnxnmijp7jr3tqy
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Grounded in the latest research, Into Reading delivers meaningful scaffolds in whole-class instruction, 
teacher-led small group lessons, and a variety of independent practice activities to meet a wide range 
of learners.  

• Scaffolded supports for every lesson, both in whole-group and small-group instruction

• Dedicated daily English Language Development lessons to build language functions to support 
communication

• Multiple teacher-led, small-group instructional options support tailoring instruction to need– 
reading skill, guided reading, foundational skills, intervention

• Personalized independent practice for all learners with Waggle including built-in supports for  
English learners

Into Reading is differentiated by design, providing the data insights, instructional supports, and resources 
needed to tailor instruction to student need.  

Differentiated Support, Meet Students 
Where They Are

Teacher’s Guide, Grade 1, Module 8, Lesson 3

CLICK HERE for information on 
Dual Language Support Biliteracy

https://hmhco.box.com/s/exvookntbu5ji9f7g3tuydyd8vaztphq
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REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Look in the 
Teacher’s Guide at the reading 
strand lesson pages to see small 
group and independent options, 
or browse Differentiation and/
or Intervention in the Resource 
section on Ed.  

Supporting English Learners with daily dedicated English language development lessons in a small group.

Differentiated Support for All Learners (continued)

Student View of Tabletop Minilesson:  
English Language Development 22.2, Grade 1

Teacher Support of Tabletop Minilesson:  
English Language Development 22.2, Grade 1
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HMH Into Reading for New York City provides ample opportunity for students to hone their writing craft 
by developing a deep understanding of the stages in the writing process and expressing their ideas 
and thoughts.

Writer’s Workshop focuses on minilessons that teach the writing process–prewriting, drafting, revising, 
editing, and publishing.

• Each writing module features a mentor text connected to the module theme.  

• Students are given a writing prompt that further supports building topic knowledge  
and exposes students to a writing mode through an explicit stepped out process.  

• Students work through the complete writing process on one piece of writing over the course  
of the three-week module.

Writing to Create 
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Before you write. . .T.A.P.

  ask:
What is the topic, 

prompt, or assignment?

To entertain
. . . as in a story or personal narrative

To inform
. . . as in a research paper or response 
to reading

To persuade
. . . as in a letter to the editor or 
opinion essay

To request information
. . . as in a letter

To express how you feel
. . . as in a journal or poem

  udience:
Who am I writing 

this for?

  urpose:
Why am I 

writing this?

T A P
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Parts of an Argument

Students should help plan 
the cafeteria menu. Evidence:

examples and ideas
supporting the claim

They will learn about budgets 
and food choices.

Rebuttal:
reasons why the

counterclaim is wrong

Students can help before
or after school.

Conclusion:
restates the claim

and makes a call to action

Students helping to plan 
the cafeteria menu is 

a good idea.

Counterclaim:
the argument

against the claim

Some think that letting students 
help will take up class time.

Claim:
your main
argument

Writing Workshop Teacher Guide, Grade 4, Module 5

CLICK HERE to see a 
Spanish Anchor Chart

Anchor Charts, Grade 4

https://hmhco.box.com/s/5q9l1kygxf4j7ug8x3a09z9fg7le17wu
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Writing to Respond
• Students apply writing process skills learned in the Writing Workshop lessons to end of 

module Performance Tasks.

• The Teacher’s Guide features robust, supportive instruction for teachers to guide 
students in crafting strong source-based essays.

• Each lesson steps teachers and students through expectations of the task, analysis of  
the prompt, and the steps of the writing process.

• Teachers model how to find and incorporate specific text evidence into writing, 
ensuring students are supported as they learn these critical skills.  

• At point of use in the Performance Task instructional pages, teachers can find specific 
Writing Workshop minilessons for deeper instruction and practice with the writing  
process and text features related to the writing mode.

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Pick any module and review the student myBook 
weekly evidenced-based writing tasks and the performance task 
to see how they all support answering the Essential Question, are 
grounded in citing evidence, and require students to demonstrate 
knowledge gained from the module.

Performance 
Task

Be sure your expository essay

�� provides an introduction that states the topic clearly.

�� supports each central idea with facts, details, and 

examples from the texts.

�� groups related information into paragraphs.

�� uses transition words and phrases, such as also, in 

addition, but, and however.

�� has a conclusion that sums up the information.

Essential Question

What makes Earth’s natural wonders 
exciting and unique?

Write an Expository Essay
PROMPT Think about what you learned about natural wonders in this module. 

How would you describe each one? What makes these natural wonders exciting 

and unique? Use evidence from the texts in this module to write an expository 

essay about what makes Earth’s natural wonders exciting and unique. Use some 

of the vocabulary words from the module in your writing.

70

DO NOT EDIT--Changes must be made through “File info” 
CorrectionKey=NL-A

Teacher’s Guide, Grade 4, Module 6

myBook, Grade 4, Module 6, page 70
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100% Alignment to NY Next Generation Learning Standards and NYC Priority Standards 
for English Language Arts.

Into Reading Invests in New York City 
Educators, Leaders, and Students

Teachers have the ability to search by program 
content or NY Next Generation Learning Standard. 
This allows teachers to easily assign additional 
resources where students need it the most.

Data reports aligned to NY Next Generation 
Learning Standards for English Language Arts 
give visibility into each student’s proficiency and 
mastery across standards.

Data insights aligned to NY Next Generation Learning Standard 
empower you to spot proficiency gaps, identify students who are 
ready to stretch their thinking further, and match each student with 
personalized resources that meet students where they are.
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REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Use the search tool to quickly locate 
the Into Reading Scope and Sequence, which provides an 

easy-to-read overview of skills covered in each grade level. 

100% Alignment to NY Next Generation Learning 
Standards and NYC Priority Standards for 
English Language Arts

REVIEWER QUICK TIP:  
Use the standards button to view NY Next Generation 
Learning Standards for Into Reading.
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Embedded, Ongoing Professional Learning

With Teacher’s Corner™, whether you want to quickly prep for a lesson or invest time in your professional 
growth, we have trusted resources to enhance your instruction and classroom tomorrow.

• Read articles or watch classroom videos and see master teachers in action

• Improve classroom and institutional practice through tips from other users of Into Reading. 

• Connect with HMH coaches, thought leaders, and each other and thought leaders with 
weekly live events.

Leader’s Corner™ provides administrators access to all existing professional learning in Teacher’s Corner, 
family resources from Family Room and content specifically designed for instructional leaders and 
administrators.

LEARN MORE

OR CLICK HERE

SCAN ME

https://players.brightcove.net/68348719001/default_default/index.html?videoId=6167270403001
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Welcome to the Family Room, a place for families to engage in your child’s learning and build 
partnerships with communities!

The Family Room supports new learning environments and helps make at-home learning more 
manageable to help support children. 

• Easily accessible and equitable, on-demand resources in both English and Spanish 

• Getting Started Tips for family members on how to navigate the HMH Platform

• Program Support Information and how family members can help

• Shareables are quick and friendly tips to manage their child’s engagement, instruction, and 
development giving students a sense of ownership and belonging in school.

Embedded Family Engagement

PowerPoint® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Lexile® is a trademark of MetaMetrics, Inc., and is registered in the United States and abroad. HMH Into Reading®, Waggle®, iRead®,  
Ed Your Friend in Learning®, Teacher’s Corner™, Leader’s Corner™, The Learning Company®, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt®, and HMH® are registered trademarks of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. © Houghton Mifflin Harcourt. All rights reserved. 12/20 
WF1313157 01/21 FSM-PM 02/21 FSMB1526

hmhco.com

REVIEWER QUICK TIP: Access the Family Room on the Student Dashboard.


